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DIRECT TESTIONY ON REHEARING OF ANTHONY STAR

Q: Please state your name, title, and contact information. 1 

A: My name is Anthony Star, I am the Acting Director of the Illinois Power Agency 2 

(“IPA”), and my business address is 160 N. LaSalle Suite C-504, Chicago, IL 60601. 3 

Q: Please state your work experience and qualifications. 4 

 I was appointed to this position in March of 2013 by the Illinois Executive Ethics 5 

Commission, and spent one month before that as Chief of Staff under former Acting 6 

Director Arlene Juracek. Prior to that time I was a Policy Advisor at the Illinois 7 

Commerce Commission, first for Acting Chairman Flores and then for Chairman Scott. I 8 

previously worked for thirteen years at the Center for Neighborhood Technology in a 9 

variety of roles culminating as the Director of Policy and Evaluation for CNT Energy. I 10 

have a BA in History and an MA in Social Sciences from the University of Chicago. I 11 

have attached my resume as Exhibit 1.1R. 12 

Q: Is this your first time testifying before the Commission? 13 

 Yes, it is my first time testifying before the Commission. 14 

Q: What is the purpose of your testimony? 15 

A: I am responding to the Direct Testimony on Rehearing filed on behalf of the Renewable 16 

Suppliers (“RS”).  Specifically, after providing some background and context, I will 17 
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respond to RS witness Craig Gordon’s primary and alternative proposals regarding 18 

curtailed contracts. I will also comment on some points raised by other RS witnesses.   19 

Q: What course of action do you recommend? 20 

A: I make three recommendations to the Commission: First, the Commission should reject 21 

the RS’s request to not curtail the energy component of the Long-Term Power Purchase 22 

Agreements (“LTPPA”) procured by the IPA in December, 2010.  I make this 23 

recommendation because I believe it is not in the public interest to change direction from 24 

the Commission’s Orders in both the 2013 and 2014 Procurement Plan dockets that 25 

provide for the curtailment of both the REC and energy components of the contracts.  26 

Second, I suggest that the Commission to consider the RS’s alternative proposal of 27 

utilizing a floating REC price for the purchase of curtailed RECs, subject to the caveats 28 

that it should only apply to the use of hourly ACP funds held by the utilities, and that a 29 

system should be developed to ensure proper administration of any purchase.  Third, I 30 

recommend that the Commission continue this conversation about incentivizing 31 

renewable development—including identifying barriers to development.  The IPA 32 

commits to being an active participant in any such conversations. 33 

Q: Is renewable energy important to the Illinois Power Agency? 34 

A: Yes, very much so.  The Agency was created by the General Assembly in 2007 as part of 35 

the same sweeping legislation established the Renewable Portfolio and the Energy 36 

Efficiency Portfolio Standards. The Illinois Power Agency Act (“IPA Act”) and the 37 

Public Utilities Act (“PUA”) both contain mandates that the IPA procure renewable 38 

resources or consider environmental benefits, most notably the collection of mandates 39 

that comprise the Illinois Renewable Portfolio Standard. In addition, the legislative intent 40 
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sections of the IPA Act make clear that the IPA should encourage and develop renewable 41 

resources. Finally, I believe in the importance of reducing emissions and resource 42 

extraction and recognize that developing new renewable energy projects is an important 43 

tool to meet that goal. 44 

Q: What is the Illinois Renewable Portfolio Standard (“RPS”)? 45 

A: Although Illinois has an overall goal of 25% of its energy coming from renewable 46 

sources by 2025 and has several resource-specific purchasing targets, the Illinois RPS (as 47 

it applies to the Ameren Illinois (“Ameren”) and Commonwealth Edison (“ComEd”) 48 

service territories, the two largest electric utilities in Illinois) is actually a collection of 49 

several distinct standards that apply to different customer groups. The first group is 50 

eligible retail customers, or bundled customers—these are the customers for whom the 51 

IPA procures supply for Ameren and ComEd to sell to their retail customers—and their 52 

requirement is found in Section 1-75(c) of the Illinois Power Agency Act. The second 53 

group is hourly supply customers—which includes both default service for customers too 54 

large to be eligible retail customers and eligible retail customers on hourly service—and 55 

their requirement is found in Section 1-75(c) of the IPA Act as well.  The third group is 56 

Alternative Retail Electric Supplier (“ARES”) customers—regardless of size or other 57 

classification—and their requirement is found in Section 16-115D of the Public Utilities 58 

Act.  59 

Q: To the best of your knowledge, how do these standards differ? 60 

A: Each of these standards functions in quite different ways. Eligible retail customers have a 61 

rate cap based on historical prices; the years from which the price cap is calculated have 62 

passed so the cap is fixed at $1.8917/MWh for Ameren and $1.8054/MWh for ComEd.  63 
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(See, e.g., Draft Procurement Plan filed September 30, 2013 at 18.)  In order to ensure the 64 

cap is not exceeded, Ameren and ComEd use the load forecasts approved annually by the 65 

Commission (and for 2013 and 2014 updated in March) to calculate an annual budget cap 66 

for purchases of renewable resources.   67 

 Alternative Compliance Payments (“ACPs”) from hourly customers are collected and 68 

held by utilities.  The utilities collect ACPs monthly as part of a customer’s bundled bill.  69 

During the annual procurement plan approval process, the Commission can approve a use 70 

of the hourly customer ACPs based on the money available in the utility-held funds.  71 

Hourly customers are assessed their ACPs based on the same rate that eligible retail 72 

customers pay. 73 

 Finally, ARES compliance is based on up to two mechanisms.  First, an ARES must 74 

make an ACP equal to what eligible retail customers pay for renewable energy for no less 75 

than 50% of the load served, but up to 100%.1  Second, for the percentage of load that the 76 

ARES do not use ACPs for compliance, the ARES must procure Illinois-eligible 77 

renewable resources, which include RECs. For the ARES, those resources must be in the 78 

US footprints of either PJM or MISO and also comply with the definition of renewable 79 

energy resources set forth in the IPA Act. 80 

Q: What are the contracts involved in this dispute? 81 

A: My understanding is that the Commission is addressing the terms of curtailment of the 82 

Long-Term Power Purchase Agreements (“LTPPAs”) that were procured by the IPA in 83 

December, 2010 as authorized by ICC Docket No. 09-0373. The LTPPAs are for both 84 

                                                            
1 Although the term “ACP” is used for compliance payments for hourly and ARES customers, the similarity in term 
belies different definitions, payment, and collection methods for the payment made by hourly customers (from 
Section 1-75 of the IPA Act) and ARES customers (from Section 16-115D of the PUA).  For the purposes of this 
testimony, I mean ACPs paid by ARES customers when I refer to ACP payments, unless I note otherwise. 
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renewable energy credits (“RECs”) and energy produced mostly by newly built projects 85 

in Illinois, Iowa, and Indiana.  Because the LTPPAs were procured by the IPA pursuant 86 

to Section 16-111.5 of the Public Utilities Act, Ameren and ComEd are the 87 

counterparties.  The contracts were thus procured only for the benefit of eligible retail 88 

customers. However, each of the contracts also have provisions for “curtailment” when 89 

the cost of RECs delivered under the LTPPAs plus other renewable energy resources 90 

under contract for that delivery year collectively exceed the price caps for bundled 91 

customers pursuant to Section 1-75(c) of the IPA Act.  To my knowledge, all of the 92 

parties agree that circumstances have triggered a curtailment of RECs to ComEd for the 93 

delivery year starting June 1, 2013, will likely trigger a further curtailment in the delivery 94 

year starting June 1, 2014, and may trigger further curtailment in future years. 95 

Curtailments are determined on an annual basis,2 and if enough customers were to return 96 

to bundled service there would likely be circumstances in which annual curtailments 97 

would not be required. 98 

Q: Please explain the price cap pursuant to Section 1-75(c) of the IPA Act. 99 

A: As I noted earlier, although there is a requirement that the IPA procure renewable 100 

resources on behalf of eligible retail customers, the requirement is subject to a cap on 101 

customer rate impact in terms of the per kilowatt-hour rate.  This matters to the IPA 102 

because the maximum budget for renewable resource procurements on behalf of eligible 103 

retail customers is the expected eligible retail load (in kilowatt-hours) multiplied by the 104 

maximum rate per kilowatt-hour. This budget amount is sometimes referred to as the 105 

Renewable Resources Budget, or RRB. 106 

                                                            
2 Pursuant to the LTPPAs, the RS counterparties—in addition to the option of accepting the annual curtailment—
may elect to permanently curtail the contracts or opt out completely.  To my knowledge, none of the RS 
counterparties have elected to permanently curtail or opt out of the LTPPA completely. 
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Q: What impact, if any, do customers switching from bundled service to ARES service 107 

or utility-provided hourly service (such as residential real-time pricing) have on the 108 

RRB? 109 

A: Expected eligible retail customer load is the only variable in the equation to calculate the 110 

maximum RRB (as I noted above, the maximum rate is now fixed), so customer 111 

switching is solely responsible for driving changes in the RRB. 112 

Q: Could customers return to bundled service in future years, thus increasing the 113 

budget? 114 

A: Yes. Although the IPA is still trying to fully understand the drivers of customer behavior, 115 

in particular that of municipal governments that have undertaken aggregation programs, it 116 

is possible that market conditions make the bundled product more desirable—or at least 117 

less undesirable—than ARES-offered products. It is also possible that customers will 118 

return for other reasons, for example if communities that currently have opt-out 119 

municipal aggregation plans terminate the aggregations and not all of the former 120 

aggregation customers immediately choose an ARES.  Although the IPA cannot predict 121 

what future years will hold, it certainly is possible—even likely—that at some point load 122 

will shift back to bundled service and the RRB will once again not exceed the rate cap. 123 

Q: What is your understanding about the dispute to be settled on rehearing? 124 

A: My understanding of the dispute is based on my participation in the docket and my 125 

review of the RS’s Application for Rehearing and attached testimony. My non-legal 126 

interpretation of the disagreement in this docket is that, while the RS do not dispute that 127 

there is a curtailment provision in those contracts, the RS do dispute manner in which the 128 

curtailment (and the subsequent use of the hourly ACP Funds to purchase curtailed 129 
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RECs)3 is currently implemented.  Essentially, the RS argue that the curtailment is 130 

triggered by external events and should not impact their financial exposure to risk   The 131 

RS propose two options to reach that result: their primary request is to have the 132 

Commission determine that the energy associated with curtailed RECs should not be 133 

curtailed.  That way, the RS do not face a financial loss if they are unable to sell the 134 

energy generated at their respective facilities for the same price as the RS could have 135 

under the contract.  The RS’s alternative proposal is alter the pricing mechanism for 136 

purchase of curtailed RECs (using the hourly ACP fund and possibly the Renewable 137 

Energy Resources Fund) to ensure that the curtailed RECs are priced in such a way that 138 

the RS’s individual full bid prices are realized when considering market sales of the 139 

associated energy.  This would compensate the RS for any losses on energy through the 140 

REC price, while also presumably negating any gains as well. 141 

Q: Has the Commission addressed any of these issues before? 142 

A: My understanding is that the Commission has. First, as the IPA noted in Verified 143 

Comments in the present docket, the Commission decided to curtail the energy associated 144 

with curtailed RECs in ICC Docket No. 12-0544.4 Second, although I am not a lawyer, in 145 

the Commission’s Final Order, I understand that the Commission decided that the 146 

LTPPA contract language required the curtailment of energy.  However, the Commission 147 

in this Rehearing is nevertheless considering whether the contract should be reinterpreted 148 

                                                            
3 I note that the RS also express their desire to use the ARES ACPs held in the Renewable Energy Resources Fund 
for the purchase of curtailed RECs by the IPA. They appear to concede that the use of that fund is not subject to ICC 
jurisdiction; the IPA will make legal arguments in briefing on this issue as appropriate. Nonetheless I will discuss 
the use of that fund later in this testimony as a courtesy to interested parties. 
4 In the interest of full disclosure, I note that while I was an advisor to Chairman Scott during the pendency of ICC 
Docket No. 12-0544 up to and including the Commission’s final order, I recused myself from participating in it and 
played no role in advising him on any aspect of the decisions contained therein. 
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based on the public interest argument raised by the RS.  I am advised by counsel that this 149 

may be further addressed in the IPA’s briefs. 150 

Q: As a general matter, are there any harmful effects to reinterpreting contracts 151 

entered into as a result of a past IPA procurement process? 152 

A: I believe there would be. From a policy perspective, the cornerstone of the IPA 153 

procurement process for all resources is that terms of the contracts are negotiated in 154 

advance, and bidders bid solely on a price basis.  This ensures that the playing field is 155 

level, and that every entity can assess risk based on the same contract terms.  Although I 156 

doubt every bidder is 100% comfortable with each and every term in the contract 157 

documents, there is no question what every winning bidder’s rights and obligations were 158 

known and agreed to when they voluntarily placed their respective bids.  I believe that 159 

this is a real strength of the IPA procurement process: all bidders get treated the same, 160 

and the IPA’s Procurement Administrator recommends bids (for Commission approval) 161 

based on price alone (subject to the bids being lower than a confidential benchmark), 162 

rather than differing terms and conditions. This is certainly not the only way to procure 163 

energy and renewable energy resources, but as a state agency charged with protecting the 164 

public good, it is a fair and transparent approach that meets the goals of the PUA and the 165 

IPA Act. 166 

 I am further advised by counsel that there may be additional legal arguments as to why 167 

contracts should not be reinterpreted. 168 

Q: What is your opinion about the RS’s primary recommendation? 169 

A: The IPA does not support the RS’s primary recommendation due to the aforementioned 170 

concerns regarding reinterpreting the contracts. Further, the IPA does not agree with the 171 
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RS’s assertion that there would be no cost involved in implementing their proposal to 172 

only curtail RECs and not the associated energy. Although the RS are correct that there is 173 

no cost impact on utilities themselves, there likely would be a cost impact on bundled 174 

customers compared to maintaining the status quo of curtailing both RECs and energy. 175 

(There is of course no impact on the non-curtailed portion of the contracts.) The RS were, 176 

and are, sophisticated entities that were capable of planning for potential load 177 

shifting/RRB risk through bidding or other hedges. Although I acknowledge that in a 178 

vacuum the primary recommendation is not without merit as a potential solution, in 179 

particular for administrative simplicity, I believe the benefits do not outweigh the strong 180 

reasons to not reinterpret IPA-procured contracts after the fact.  181 

Q: RS witness Mr. Gordon argued that eligible retail customers benefit from the gains 182 

and losses from the utilities’ purchase of energy getting passed on directly to eligible 183 

retail customers. (See RS Ex. 1.0 at 16:365-17:392.)  Do you have any reaction? 184 

A: Yes. Mr. Gordon candidly noted that customers may either gain or lose under this 185 

arrangement, but argues that the financial price hedge is ultimately beneficial to bundled 186 

customers.  While the IPA did extensively investigate different hedging strategies in this 187 

Procurement Plan, the IPA has not analyzed the long-term expected benefits or costs of 188 

the LTPPAs as an energy price hedge.  Nevertheless, I have two thoughts.  189 

First, especially for wind resources, I am not sure that LTPPAs would be the IPA’s 190 

recommended approach for price hedging.  Although I am not a lawyer, based on  review 191 

of the Final Order in ICC Docket No. 09-0373 and the text of Appendix K, it appears that 192 

the parties at the time did not design the LTPPAs for this purpose (although it may have 193 

this indirect effect should the generators deliver previously known quantities at specified 194 
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times).5  Other aspects of the Plan approved in that Docket specifically assess price and 195 

load risk for energy supply for eligible retail customers. 196 

Second, although the energy market is ever-changing and past performance does not 197 

guarantee future results, ComEd’s eligible retail customers have incurred additional costs 198 

in the amount of ***begin confidential***XXXXXXXXX***end confidential*** as a 199 

result of the settlement of the energy component of the LTPPAs since June, 2012, (See 200 

ComEd Response to IPA-ComEd 1.01 Confidential.)  Ameren’s eligible retail customers 201 

have incurred additional costs of $7.21 million since June, 2012.  (See AIC Response to 202 

IPA-AIC 1.01.)  203 

Q: Did the energy hedges associated with the LTPPAs lose money every month? 204 

A: No. In particular, I noted that the wind hedges came out ahead from a bundled customer’s 205 

perspective for January (for both ComEd and Ameren) and February (for ComEd) of 206 

2014. (See ComEd Response to IPA-ComEd 1.01; AIC Response to IPA-AIC 1.01 (no 207 

information yet for February, 2014).) This is because after a period of several years of 208 

relatively low market energy prices those two months saw much higher wholesale prices 209 

that brought the hedges back into the money (e.g., the contract price was below the 210 

average wholesale price during those two months). It is unknown whether those elevated 211 

prices will continue. 212 

Q: What conclusion do you draw from this? 213 

A: My understanding is that during January and February—like the rest of the 2013-2014 214 

delivery year—the RS faced curtailments of the LTPPA quantities because of customer 215 

migration.  When the hedges are in the money (the wholesale price being higher than the 216 

                                                            
5 My review of the Commission’s Final Order in ICC Docket No. 09-0373 indicates that there was significant 
discussion as to whether the LTPPAs were necessary to hedge against risks associated with carbon regulation, but 
not as price hedges absent carbon regulation. 
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contract price) the result is that the RS could likely have sold the resulting energy 217 

associated with the curtailed RECs at a profit beyond what they could have if they had 218 

been able to still sell to utility customers for those months. I’d also note that the 219 

curtailment is currently estimated to only impact 19.6% of the contracted quantities for 220 

ComEd (a revised estimate of the curtailment levels for both ComEd and Ameren will be 221 

available shortly as part of the March load forecast update). The balance remains under 222 

the terms of the original contracts. 223 

Q: Would you like to respond to any other arguments? 224 

A: Yes. RS witness Mr. Gordon argues that the migration of customers from bundled service 225 

to ARES service was not anticipated.  While I do not completely agree with his 226 

assessment, I am sympathetic to Mr. Gordon’s arguments. To my knowledge, except for 227 

systems like in Texas (where I understand that all default customers were switched to the 228 

utility’s retail affiliate and bundled service ceased to exist), my understanding is that the 229 

load shift in Illinois occurred faster and with greater magnitude than any other state. On 230 

the other hand, both of the enabling factors that Mr. Gordon identified (the municipal 231 

aggregation law and above-market contracts) were already in place. And a third enabling 232 

factor, purchase of receivables tariffs for both Ameren and ComEd, was also mandated 233 

by law in 2007 (see Public Act 95-700 (effective November 9, 2007)) and draft tariffs 234 

were working their way through the Commission process when the RS were preparing 235 

their bids.6 This was not a shift in law or regulation that changed the playing field; it was 236 

a confluence of existing factors that many (including myself) did not appreciate the 237 

magnitude of at the time.  238 

                                                            
6 See, e.g., ICC Docket Nos. 08-0619 to -621 (Ameren purchase of receivables tariff approval docket); ICC Docket 
No. 10-0138 (same for ComEd). 
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Some parties during the pendency of the 2010 Procurement Plan approval docket raised 239 

the possibility of a future curtailment, and Commissioner Elliott expressed his severe 240 

concerns about the possibility as well in his dissenting opinion. (See ICC Docket No. 09-241 

0373, Dissenting Opinion to the Order dated February 2, 2010.)  Although certain 242 

members of the current RS group may have understandably taken contrary positions in 243 

litigation (which I believe should not be held against them here), the RS members had 244 

that information available to them to consider in making their respective bids in 245 

December, 2010, and taking appropriate risk management measures, which included 246 

leaving the risk position open, as it appears to be the case.  247 

Q: Do you have an opinion on the RS’s alternative proposal? 248 

A: Yes. The RS’s alternative proposal recovers the shortfall between the price at which they 249 

sell their curtailed energy and the contract price through the REC payment.  This 250 

proposal does not raise the issues of reinterpreting contracts that the RS’s primary 251 

proposal does. Rather it provides for an alternative use of hourly ACP funds that appears 252 

to be within the Commission’s discretion to approve. The IPA supports this concept, but 253 

with two important limitations. 254 

Q: What are the limitations you mentioned? 255 

A: First, the IPA only supports this approach for use of the hourly ACP funds. The IPA does 256 

not necessarily have a policy objection to using the Renewable Energy Resources Fund 257 

(“RERF”) in this way.  However, I am advised by counsel that Section 1-56(d) of the IPA 258 

Act, specifically the requirement that the IPA pay a sum less than or equal to the 259 

“winning bid price,” prevents the IPA from purchasing at a level above the imputed REC 260 

price for each LTPPA holder.  The IPA will address this legal argument further in briefs.  261 
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I have also been advised that Section 1-56 of the IPA Act only allows the RERF to be 262 

used to purchase RECs, so the Agency cannot purchase energy or other non-REC 263 

products. 264 

 Second, the IPA would urge the Commission to define a methodology by which the 265 

utilities would choose how to calculate the average energy price (and thus bid shortfall) 266 

for both the curtailed RECs and the curtailed RECs that are purchased using the hourly 267 

ACP funds.  The IPA has no particular opinion as to what the ordering should be, but 268 

respectfully suggests that such information would be critical for any audit or 269 

reconciliation undertaken by the Commission or any other party.  This methodology will 270 

also be essential for the IPA to correctly calculate the balance of RECs remaining for its 271 

voluntary purchase using the RERF using a payment structure based on the imputed REC 272 

price.  273 

Q: Is the alternative proposal still viable if only the hourly ACP funds are used? 274 

A: From the perspective of the IPA I do not think that this would be a barrier, but I am 275 

looking forward to a response by the RS in their Rebuttal Testimony in case this would 276 

create any unintended consequences or would be insufficient to satisfy their concerns. 277 

Q: Is the IPA refusing to purchase curtailed RECs? 278 

A: No. My understanding based on discussions with counsel is that under current law, as 279 

long as RRB is capped and the IPA conducts no new procurements for renewable 280 

resources for eligible retail customers, the only resources the IPA can procure with the 281 

RERF are curtailed RECs at or below the imputed REC price.  Absent any changes in 282 

law, the IPA plans to continue to offer to purchase curtailed RECs on comparable terms 283 

this year (June 2014 - May 2015). Those offers will be made at the conclusion of this 284 
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proceeding because the quantities to be procured cannot be known until the Commission 285 

reaches a decision on these matters. 286 

Q: Are there any arguments that the RS witnesses provide that you wish to comment 287 

on? 288 

A: Yes. First, I would like to comment on an argument raised by RS witnesses Mr. Thumma 289 

and Mr. Reed that Illinois will be losing out on future renewable development if the RS’s 290 

recommendations are not adopted.  Both witnesses make several points on this topic, but 291 

the crux of the argument is summed up by Mr. Reed: “In addition, if in-state development 292 

is curtailed, Illinois will miss out on the many economic development benefits of 293 

renewable projects locating in the state.” (RS Ex. 5.0 at 22:399-401.) 294 

 I don’t doubt that developers view the curtailments as a negative, but as a threshold 295 

matter, Mr. Reed’s contention that “in-state development” is being curtailed is not 296 

entirely accurate.  In fact, the developers that signed the LTPPAs have completed 297 

construction and have been delivering RECs on behalf of bundled customers since June 298 

1, 2012. I suspect that Mr. Reed and the RS understand this point and did not intend to 299 

imply that construction has been halted, but I wanted to clarify that point for other 300 

stakeholders. Further, should at a future point in time the Commission order another 301 

long-term purchase of renewable energy resources, the provisions contained in the 2010 302 

LTPPAs do not prevent the Commission or the IPA from considering different terms in 303 

new, future contracts. I would like to think that all parties have learned from this 304 

experience and will be able to refine future contracts terms and hedging strategies based 305 

upon what has been learned here.  306 
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I have several additional thoughts on this argument.  First, the IPA strongly believes in 307 

finding ways to develop cost-effective new resources—including renewable resources—308 

within Illinois’ borders, among other things, because of the economic development 309 

impacts. Unfortunately, however, I have been advised by counsel that it is not possible to 310 

ensure that Illinois-based renewable resources are developed or procured when the IPA 311 

procures utility-scale renewables under Section 16-111.5 of the Public Utilities Act. An 312 

implication of this is that even if this issue were entirely resolved to the satisfaction of the 313 

RS it does not guarantee that there will be future development of renewable energy 314 

resources in Illinois to meet the future Illinois RPS goals. Some or even most of the 315 

development could occur in other states. Further, there is nothing at issue in this 316 

Rehearing that precludes the development of projects in Illinois that could help meet the 317 

RPS goals of other states (in particular those that do not have as abundant wind resources 318 

as Illinois.) 319 

 Second, as Mr. Thumma candidly notes in the appendix to his testimony, “Illinois’s REC 320 

market is currently oversupplied,” particularly wind RECs.  (RS Ex. 3.2 at 2.) Between 321 

the oversupply and the current environment where bundled customers have hit rate caps, I 322 

am not surprised that developers are currently not considering Illinois for new 323 

development at this time.  The testimony of Mr. Gordon, Mr. DiDonato, and Mr. 324 

Whitlock is understandable given that the only customer group with centralized 325 

procurement conducive to long-term PPAs have maximized their renewable resources 326 

budget.  327 

The IPA takes its obligation to procure renewable resources very seriously, but the IPA is 328 

bound by statutory rate caps for its procurements for eligible retail customers and at its 329 
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heart the IPA is also committed to taking advantage of market savings on behalf of those 330 

eligible retail customers.  In contrast, if load shifts back to the bundled rate and there is 331 

increased demand for renewable credits to satisfy one of the many Illinois RPS standards, 332 

I expect that environment to be much more hospitable to future development. 333 

Q: What conclusions have you reached about the RS’s proposals? 334 

A: I have reached two conclusions. First, the IPA does not support the RS’s primary request 335 

to only curtail the REC component of the LTPPAs and not the associated energy. Second, 336 

the IPA is amenable to the RS’s alternative proposal, but only to the extent that it applies 337 

to the hourly ACP funds and not the Renewable Energy Resources Fund, and subject to 338 

the development of an appropriate methodology for calculating a floating REC price for 339 

the purchases that use hourly ACP funds. 340 

Q: Do you have any other recommendations going forward? 341 

A: Yes. The issues raised by the RS through testimony may not demonstrate that the 342 

Commission should rewrite the LTPPAs in the “public interest,” but it does touch on 343 

broader issues of renewable development in Illinois.  344 

Q: What are those issues? 345 

A: As I pointed out above, although the Agency is very interested in new renewable 346 

development in Illinois, the LTPPAs are not restricted to facilities built in Illinois. 347 

Q: Are there any other issues? 348 

A: Yes. The IPA would likely be under the budget cap if the IPA had purchased only short-349 

term RECs rather than the long-term PPAs if the short-term RECs from pre-existing 350 

facilities were purchased at a similar price as similar RECs were procured in previous 351 

years (in smaller quantities). This is related to the market glut that RS witness Mr. 352 
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Thumma identified.  However, that approach used exclusively would likely not 353 

incentivize new renewable development as the LTPPAs appear to have done.  354 

Q: What does the IPA believe is important in the renewable debate? 355 

A: I believe that new development of renewable resources in Illinois helps meet several 356 

important goals including, increasing diversity in the supply portfolio, and reducing 357 

emissions from fossil fuels generation necessary to meet our supply needs.  The 358 

renewable portfolio standard—along with programs to incentivize energy efficiency, 359 

demand response, and energy storage—is a significant part of how Illinois reaches these 360 

goals.   361 

Q: How do these goals tie to this rehearing? 362 

A: I hope that the debate in this docket motivates further discussion of how to achieve these 363 

goals, whether in front of the Commission or in another venue. Although I oppose 364 

rewriting the LTPPAs for several reasons and the restrictions on spending the RERF may 365 

hamper the RS’s alternative proposal, the overarching issues I mentioned earlier are 366 

important and need to be addressed.  I commit that the IPA will be an active participant in 367 

any such discussions. 368 

Q: Does this conclude your testimony? 369 

A: Yes. 370 


